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STACK = System for Teaching and Assessment using a Computer algebra Kernel.
http://stack.bham.ac.uk/moodle/question/type/stack/doc/doc.php/CAS/
https://github.com/maths/moodle-qtype_stack/blob/master/doc/en/index.md



MyCourses is a Moodle-based virtual learning environment used at Aalto University.
http://mycourses.aalto.fi/
https://wiki.aalto.fi/display/OPIT/MyCourses+Instructions+for+Teachers



STACK is implemented in MyCourses and is best used to generate homework assignments in which
mathematics plays a role. The formulation of the assignments relies on elementary LaTex skills when
it comes to writing equations, and on Maxima when mathematical operations are carried out.



For example, STACK may be used as follows:
1. Generate a homework assignment with random numerical variables, say, 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑐 for a large
number of students (for example, Solve for the value of x: 𝑎𝑥 2 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐 = 0)
2. Students carry out the relevant calculations and input their answers into MyCourses/STACK
3. The results are assessed and graded automatically by STACK within MyCourses. Roughly
speaking, STACK carries out the same calculations as the students to assess their answers.



STACK provides plenty of options for formulating different types of tasks. The purpose of this guide
is to facilitate the use of STACK by providing a simple example dealing with STACK’s key elements.
In other words, this is a hands-on guide meant to provide food for thought and action.



In writing this piece, I have benefited from various guides and manuals for STACK and Maxima.
Thanks.

Recommended actions after going through the example below:
Download and install Maxima (for free!) on your computer: http://maxima.sourceforge.net/
This is a fast way to learn by trial and error how to use Maxima. STACK uses Maxima but MyCourses is not
the best environment for learning it.
Create an account at: https://www.sharelatex.com/
There is an easy-to-use LaTex equation editor for STACK in MyCourses. However, if you want to go a step
further, Sharelatex is an easy way to start using LaTex to a larger extent. For example, ask from a colleague
something written using LaTex and upload the necessary source files as a zip to Sharelatex to get started.
Maxima operations require a bit more effort than LaTex equations when using STACK. If you are familiar
with Mathematica, Maple or Matlab, then Maxima is also a cakewalk.
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EXAMPLE – Solve for the value of x: 𝑎𝑥 2 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐 = 0
Finding the tools in MyCourses
http://mycourses.aalto.fi/ → Log in → My own courses → Select a course. If you don’t have one, you may
request a “Sandbox” course for yourself (only for teachers): Link to form → On the course page, go to Course
Administration → Question Bank (Questions) → Create a new question → Scroll down, STACK → Add
Building the assignment










We are in the Author’s Statics and
Dynamics sandbox.
Enter Question name.
Question variables field below contains
the math relevant for the quadratic
equation assignment at hand.
Next fields are Question text &
Specific feedback & General feedback
(includes model solution).
The above-mentioned fields have
content that will be handled in Inputs,
Response trees and Options.
All the above phases relate to the formulation of the “𝑎𝑥 2 + 𝑏𝑥 + 𝑐 = 0” problem.
After those, the problem is Previewed and, finally, Activated in MyCourses for the students.
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After defining the math, we compose the Question, and then the model solution in the Feedback part.
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Next the correct student input and the related options are defined.

In summary, there are a lot of options, but many of them are not needed in basic assignments.
Short explanations can always be found under (?) which includes a link to more info (i).
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Input 2 is similar to Input 1. Next we have Potential response tree: prt1 that assesses the answer 1.
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The following “Options” constitute our final section in formulating the problem.

Finally, click SAVE CHANGES button. Remember to save also during the assignment formulation.
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If there are errors in the formulated assignment, STACK will keep you in the Editing section and show
which fields include mistakes. For example, a complaint on HTML formatted text in a field is a common
one eventhough there does not seem to be any HTML... In such a case just copy/pasting the content of
the field into a notepad file and back to the field often works.
Preview
If everything is ok, you return to the Question bank, where the Assignment can be previewed:

Click PREVIEW and scroll down to the Attempt Options of the Preview:

Finally, the actual preview:
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Press Check

Try again and input the correct answer 0.581 (THREE significant numbers)
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Our assignment formulation is complete. Next the assignment is activated/deployed in MyCourses:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Go to Assignments on the course page
Click “Turn editing on” on the right
Then click “Add an activity or resource” in the middle
Choose Quiz and Add
We are now in the general settings
Give a name for the assignment (“Mathematical question”)
Provide a brief description of the assignment (“Find the roots of the quadratic equation”).
The settings for the assignment follow. The actual assignment that was built will be chosen last.
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Finally, click Save and display and then click Edit Quiz to Add question (Click).
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Choose Maximum grade and Save. Go back to Assignments and click the assignment at hand
to obtain:

The preview would be similar to that above. Students go straight to the problem (no preview).
Concluding remarks


It is possible to add figures to the assignments through the Question and Feedback
fields. These fields also include other useful options.



If you choose to use STACK on a course, you may want test it at the beginning of your
course with some “pre-assignment”, for example, the quadratic equation. This
provides a hands-on tutorial for the students on the use of STACK on their part, and
helps you to check that the grading and gradebook work the way you want them to.



Suggested homework: Make sure in the Question variables that x1 and x2 correspond
to the smaller and higher value, respectively, and modify the question text accordingly.



The Question bank in MyCourses has import/export capabilities.
Sharing is caring: https://abacus.aalto.fi/
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